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Abstract: Integrated optical affinity sensors based on Mach–Zehnder interferometers
(MZIs) enable sensitive and label-free detection of chemical and biological molecules.
However, since MZIs transduce optical phase changes into sinusoidal intensity variations,
they exhibit a variable sensitivity that vanishes at the extrema of the transmittance function.
Moreover, the direction of phase change cannot be unambiguously determined with these
sensors. Here, we present a coherent detection scheme based on integrated optics that
enables unambiguous readout of the optical phase with a constant sensitivity. Our approach
furthermore cancels the effect of imperfections in the sensor hardware using a blind
calibration scheme. We experimentally show completely linear readout of the optical phase,
with a fourfold enhancement of average sensitivity compared to conventional detection.

Index Terms: Integrated optical sensors, phase detection.

1. Introduction

Integrated photonic waveguide sensors have demonstrated a strong potential for highly sensitive

detection of chemical and biological molecules [1]. Being particularly amenable for multiplexed
operation [2], [3], they have emerged as promising candidates for lab-on-a-chip devices. Several

types of integrated optical sensors are commonly used, including ring resonators [4]–[6], bi-modal

waveguides [7], and Mach–Zehnder interferometers (MZI) as shown in Fig. 1(a) [2], [8], [9]. The

operation of these sensors is based on the interaction of the evanescent field of the waveguide

mode with the analyte present on top of the waveguide, which induces a change in the effective

index of the waveguide mode ð�neffÞ. As the mode propagates along the sensing area of length L it

acquires a phase shift

� ¼ 2�

�
�neffL: (1)

MZI sensors, which are widely used because of their simplicity, indirectly detect this phase shift by

interferometrically converting it into an intensity modulation. However, the resulting sinusoidal

output signal is not well suited for sensing, since the direction of phase change, corresponding to

the adsorption and dissociation of the analyte, cannot be distinguished. Furthermore, the sensitivity

of the sensor, jdpout=d�j / jsin�j, varies with �, reaching a maximum in the region were the output is
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approximately linear, but vanishing near the extrema (maxima and minima). This limitation may be
partially overcome by slightly modulating the wavelength of the input signal [10], which, however

sacrifices some of the simplicity of the MZI structure. Alternatively, the use of a three-waveguide

directional coupler at the MZI output was reported in [9], [11]. With this approach the three outputs

are recorded simultaneously but are then treated independently: as � varies, the output that offers

the best sensitivity has to be selected, and the direction of phase change ismanually inferred from the

three outputs. Thus the application of this method can be rather challenging, especially when the

variation of � is rather complex.

Here, we propose a coherent detection scheme, that makes use of robust techniques developed
for coherent optical communications. Our scheme uses a 120� hybrid, implemented with a 2 � 3

multimode interference coupler, at the MZI output [Fig. 1(b)]. By jointly processing the resulting

output powers with coherent receiver techniques, we recover the complete amplitude and phase

responses of the sensing element. Even intricate variations of � are thus readily tracked. Our

detection scheme furthermore enables blind calibration of the sensor hardware, so that � is

recovered correctly even in the presence of hardware imperfections. We experimentally show that

our coherent detection scheme yields a linear response to the optical phase shift (1), and achieves

a fourfold enhancement in the average detection limit compared to the conventional sensor. Near
the transmittance extrema an order of magnitude enhancement is achieved.

2. Coherent Detection of the Sensor Response

In both the conventional sensor and our coherent approach, the input signal is equally split into the
sensing arm and the reference arm [Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The signal travelling through the reference

arm can be expressed as b ¼ ðj=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þexp½�j2�neffL=��, whereas the signal that has interacted with

the analyte is a ¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

Þexp½�j2�ðneff þ�neffÞL=��, since it experiences an effective index change

�neff. In the coherent detection scheme, the 120� hybrid ideally combines the signal in the sensing

arm, a, and the signal in the reference arm, b, with phase differences shifted by 120� at each output,

yielding the output powers p1 ¼ jð1=
ffiffiffi

3
p

Þðaþ bexpðj2�=3ÞÞj2, p2 ¼ jð1=
ffiffiffi

3
p

Þðaþ bÞj2, and p3 ¼
jð1=

ffiffiffi

3
p

Þðaþ bexpð�j2�=3ÞÞj2. To extract � from the output powers p1, p2, p3 we proceed as follows.

We compute a complex signal s ¼ x þ jy , with

x ¼ p2 � 0:5p1 � 0:5p3; y ¼
ffiffiffi

3
p

2
ðp1 � p3Þ: (2)

As shown in [12], s ¼ ab� ¼ ð1=2jÞexpð�j�Þ, from which the phase shift � is recovered as argðsÞ, i.e.,
the complex argument of s. Note that this detection scheme yields constant sensitivity, i.e.,

jds=d�j ¼ ð1=2Þ, as opposed to the conventional scheme where sensitivity vanishes at extrema

points. Since s furthermore identifies the quadrant in which � lies, arbitrary variations of � are

unambiguously recovered (as long as there are no phase discontinuities larger than 360�).

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a conventional MZI sensor and (b) a coherently detected MZI sensor with
calibration to cancel hardware imperfections.
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3. Calibration

The steps described in Section 2 to recover � from p1, p2, p3 assume ideal sensor hardware.

However, two major impairments may arise in the measurement. First, due to fabrication variations

the 120� hybrid will exhibit small deviations from the ideal 120� phase shifts. Second, the output
powers (p1, p2, and p3) may not be collected with the same efficiency. These deviations will result in

errors in the recovered phase, as further discussed in Section 4. However, with our detection

approach sensor hardware impairments can be cancelled using a blind calibration scheme, i.e.,

using only the measurement data, as described in the following. Under ideal conditions the output

signal sð�Þ ¼ x þ jy ¼ ð1=2jÞexpð�j�Þ describes a circle in the complex plane, centered at the

origin, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(a). The aforementioned imperfections linearly transform the

coordinates ðx ; yÞ into a new set of coordinates ð~x ; ~yÞ [13]. Hence, the circle described by x and y

will be mapped onto an off-center ellipse described by ~x and ~y , as shown in Fig. 2(b). This mapping
is independent of the phase shift that is sensed, thereby providing a straightforward procedure for

sensor calibration from the rawmeasurement data: i) compute x and y using Eq. (2); ii) geometrically

fit the points ðx ; yÞ to an ellipse, extracting the ellipse center, ðc1; c2Þ and the angle of themajor axis,�,
as shown in Fig. 2(b); iii) use these parameters to move the data points to the origin, and scale them

into a circle, yielding the calibrated signal s.

4. Experimental Results

To experimentally demonstrate that our coherent detection scheme can unambiguously recover the

phase change ð�Þ with a constant sensitivity, both the conventionally detected MZI and a coherently

detected MZI were implemented in the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. Note that here we are

interested in comparing two different types of circuits and their corresponding detection

mechanisms, rather than studying the evanescent wave sensing of any particular chemical or

biological species. Therefore, we implemented a path length difference ð�L ¼ 170 �mÞ between

the arms of both MZIs so that a phase difference � ¼ �ð2�=�2
0Þngroup�L�� can be generated by

scanning the input wavelength ð��Þ, and in this way obviating the need for changing the cladding
refractive index.

Both structures are realized on a 260 nm thick SOI substrate, use 450 nm wide interconnecting

waveguides, and operate with transverse magnetic (TM) polarized light near �0 ¼ 1550 nm. The

120� hybrid is implemented with a 2 � 3 MMI. While other devices, such as directional couplers [9]

and adiabatic couplers [14] could also be used, MMIs are known exhibit a solid performance as

optical hybrids [12], [15]. Using the design procedure described in [16], the dimensions of the fully

etched 2 � 3 MMI were found to be 6.9 �m wide and 99.5 �m long. The waveguides are tapered to

a width of 1.5 �m at the inputs and outputs of the MMIs to improve device performance. Our 3D full-
vectorial simulations show that for TM polarization and at �0 ¼ 1550 nm the 2 � 3 MMI exhibits an

imbalance smaller than 0.1 dB and a deviation from the ideal 120� phase shifts between its outputs

smaller than 0.3�. For variations of �0:1 �m in the width of the device, which is most critical

dimensions, the imbalance is �1 dB and the phase error is �5�.
The MZI arms contain �4 mm long spiraled waveguides with the aforementioned 170 �m length

difference. Surface grating couplers with subwavelength microstructures [17], [18], defined in the

Fig. 2. Schematic representation in the complex plane of the detected signal, s, (a) in the ideal case,
and (b) in the presence of hardware imperfections.
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same etch step as the waveguides, are used for coupling light in and out of the chip. The couplers

are arrayed with a pitch of 127 �m, so that light can be simultaneously coupled in and out with a

single, angle-polished fiber array. The structures were defined using e-beam lithography, and

transferred into the silicon with a single etch step using inductively coupled plasma-reactive ion

etching (ICP-RIE). The chip was spin-coated with an SU-8 layer for protection. Fig. 3(a) shows a

microscope image of the coherent sensor.

For characterization, the fiber array was aligned to each structure, and the output power was

recorded as the input wavelength was scanned over �5 nm to induce a phase shift ð�Þ between the
arms. In the coherently detected sensor the three outputs (p1, p2, p3) were recorded

simultaneously. The unprocessed output powers are shown in Fig. 3(b). The average detected

powers were 1:3 �W in the conventional sensor, and 0:7 �W in the coherently detected device, so

that the overall signal to noise ratio in the unprocessed signals of both devices was similar.

Imperfections resulting from fabrication variations are expected to be similar in both devices, since

they are placed side by side on the chip. The actual phase shift ð�Þ shown in the x -axis of Fig. 3(b) is

readily obtained from the positions of the extrema of the detected powers, and by taking into

account that � is directly proportional to the variation of input wavelength ð��Þ, which is linear.
In the conventionally detected sensor, pout was properly normalized and the recovered phase

shift was obtained with an inverse cosine function [see Fig. 4(a)]. Note, however, that phase shifts

beyond 180� cannot be unambiguously recovered from pout, so that the result of the inverse cosine

function has to modified every 180� by assuming that the recovered phase shift should be

monotonic [the corresponding points are marked with circles in Fig. 4(a)]. It is furthermore observed

that in these regions, which correspond to the maxima and minima of pout, small changes in �
cannot be distinguished.

The three output powers of the coherently detected sensor ðp1; p2; p3Þ were processed as
described above, yielding the complex signal s, from which the recovered phase shift was obtained

as argðsÞ. Note that there are no phase ambiguities in this case since s uniquely identifies the

quadrant in which � lies. The effect of blind calibration on the recovered phase shift can be observed

in Fig. 4(a): when hardware impairments are not corrected, the recovered phase shift is not linear,

while after applying the blind calibration procedure a perfectly linear read-out of the phase shift is

achieved. Furthermore, the coherently recovered phase exhibits an approximately constant

sensitivity: small phase changes can be readily distinguished at any operation point.

For a quantitative comparison of the sensitivity of the coherent and conventional detection
schemes, we compute the minimum detectable phase shift as follows. The recovered phase shifts

shown in Fig. 4(a) are fitted piece-wise, over intervals of 15�, to straight lines. For each line the

slope, d , is extracted. The standard deviation of the difference between the data and the fitted line

represents the noise, �n, of the measurement. The minimum detectable phase shift, �min, was

computed by requiring that the change in the signal be three times larger than the noise, i.e.,

�min d ¼ 3�n. Fig. 4(b) shows �min as a function of �. As expected, the conventional sensors can

Fig. 3. (a) Optical microscope image of the coherently detected sensor. (b) Measured response of the
output powers to a phase shift in one of the arms in the conventional device ðpoutÞ and in the coherent
sensor (p1, p2, p3).
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only detect larger phase changes (�min 9 1�) near the transmittance extrema. The coherently

detected sensor exhibits a comparatively constant minimum detectable phase shift (�min G 0:1�),
showing an order of magnitude enhancement compared to the conventional sensor near the

transmittance extrema, both with and without calibration. Averaging the minimum detectable phase

shift over all values of � yields 0.17� for the conventional scheme, and 0.04� for the coherent

approach, i.e., more than a fourfold enhancement. The ripple in the minimum detectable phase shift

is attributed to spurious reflections in the chip.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced the concept of coherent detection for photonic sensors. Our technique

completely eliminates the regions of zero sensitivity in MZI based sensors, as well as the ambiguity

in the sign of phase change, without requiring any wavelength tuning of the source. A blind

calibration procedure that cancels hardware imperfections was developed, and a fourfold

enhancement of sensitivity compared to conventional MZI sensors was experimentally achieved.
These advantages of coherent detection techniques open excellent prospects for application in

other sensor configurations that benefit from direct phase detection.
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